
Become a diving instructor
Thailand Diving has developed for beginners intensive
formulas in 6 months to become a professional dive!

 

To become a diving instructor, whether according to the
French or American standards, you must pass the first 4 levels

for which a minimum of 6 months is necessary if you are
excellent, totaling 100 dives then do a monitor training for you

are monitor abroad, in a foreign country.
 

WELCOME TO PLONGEE ASIE-THAILAND DIVING
Diving is our passion! 

Since the year 2000, the date of our creation and establishment in Thailand, we have developed a concept of diving holidays, as well as
diving cruises, in the land of the smile but also in the most beautiful diving spots of Southeast Asia. Is.

Southeast Asia offers an ideal environment for both experienced divers and those who simply want to discover this activity under ideal
conditions.

We organize your stay from your arrival at the airport until you get your certificate of instructor and we take care of everything so that you
get the most out of your diving holiday.

 
All our guides speak French.

IN THAILAND, WE ORGANIZE
ALL COURSES CMAS, ADIP AND PADI FROM BEGINNER TO MONITORAT

IN FRENCH
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Come and spend 6 months in Thailand and leave at the end of your stay with your diving instructor certificate.

We welcome you on your arrival in Bangkok and take care of you during the 6 months of your dive training with our 5-star dive center IDC
Master Dive Academy.

From your arrival, we install you at your hotel, and explain the course of your stay.

You will start with a pool session and then you will have a first day of discovery diving.

Then you will pass all your diving certificates.

This being done, you will do some fun dives to improve your diving experience.

And finally, you will finish by passing your professional training to become a diving instructor.

The training takes place in 6 months, but you only need one month of intensive training.

What gives you time to train and evolve at your ease and also to enjoy Thailand, a country that is fabulous to discover, are sun, beaches,
and lush vegetation.

Not to mention the people who are wonderful.
 
 

Here is the detail of the trainings that you will follow during this 6 month period in Thailand:
 

1 *
Basic level to access underwater activities in the wild under the direct supervision of a guide of palanquée (max 20M).

... read more
 

DIVER 2 *
Level allowing to be able to evolve in the space 0-30M with at least a diver of the same level.

... read more
 

First aid
The Emergency First Response "Child Care" course is an innovative course in CPR, AED and First Aid that teaches participants to provide
emergency care to children (ages one to eight) and infants (under one year of age). ) injured or sick. Participants learn about the types of

emergencies that children may experience and how they differ from the medical conditions of adults.
... read more

 
DIVER 3 *

Level allowing to participate in underwater activities in the natural environment at depths of -40 meters maximum independently.
... read more

 
DIVER4 *

Experienced pacing guide, he has a very good command of scuba diving techniques (maximum depth of 60M if allowed).
... read more

 
SPECIALTY

Specialty courses allow to deepen some knowledge or techniques (Nitrox, deep diving, ...).
A must for the diver wishing to improve!

 
Among the courses offered:

- Nitrox
- Wreck diving

- Deep dive
- Underwater photography

- Night dive
... read more

 
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR

Experienced diver who participates in basic training. These supervisors can under the indirect supervision of an Active Status ADIP Monitor
proceed to the Scuba Diving Introductory course.

... read more
 

INSTRUCTOR 1 *
   Access to the INSTRUCTOR *

1. Have practiced a minimum of 150 dives in the wild.
2. 20 dives at 40 meters.

3. 800 meters free in less than 18 'equipped with the diving suit.
4. Rescue a diver under water and on the surface.

... read more
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First aid INSTRUCTOR:

During the Emergency First Response Instructor course, you will improve your Emergency Responder techniques and focus on developing
your teaching skills to teach these techniques to others. The instructor course gives you the additional training necessary to teach the

Emergency First Response "Primary Care" (CPR), "Secondary Care" (First Aid), "Child Care" and "First Aid in the Workplace" courses. ". Using
a multimedia-supported teaching method for personal study, classroom sessions, and practical teaching assignments, you will learn how

to conduct Emergency First Response courses.
... read more

 

 
 
 

The goal of this training is your future.
So, I decided to offer you this training

From :
Package offer 6 months offer:

instead of

 

(You will be instantly redirected to the page of your member area during your payment) 
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By the way ... I have some surprises for you:
 

 
All equipment includes

 

 
Fins
Boot,
Wetsut,
Mask,
Snorkel
BCD,
Regulator,
Octopus,
Manometer,
Compas
Computer
Light,
knife,
bag,
 Safety Ballon

 

 
150 sea dives among our corals
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10 Speciality's

 

 
6 months of accommodation in a room equipped with

fridge, fan, ...
 

 

 
 
 

 
Motorcycle rental 6 months
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Airport taxis to / from the diving center

 

 
 

If  Mister James Bond  had not decided in 1974 to go through this place ...
this island would certainly be completely unknown to the general public.

But here it is ... James Bond, it's a dream and the Thai have been able to take advantage of this name
without even the slightest "copyright"

The tourist who comes for the first time in Thailand, and seeing in the travel agencies
the name of James Bond Island on many flyers, is inevitably caught ...
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Here is the symbol of the place. A nail-shaped rock fallen from the sky ...
In Thai the place is called Koh Tapu (Koh = island, Tapu: nail)

 
You will travel in the waters of Phang Nga Bay, over 100 islands and rocky limestone outcrops. This day trip from Phuket takes you to the

famous James Bond Island, then to the Talu Island lagoons by canoe, and you can venture on foot through the hidden caves. Your one-day
visit, with round-trip transportation to and from the hotel, also includes a meal and a relaxing time on a secluded beach on Naka Island.

 

Thai Massage

 
Massage is a tradition in Thailand, and this ancestral practice is not only an opportunity to relax: it is also associated with the practice of

traditional medicine practiced in China and India.

 
In Thailand, massage is preventive and therapeutic. It is particularly effective for treating back pain, circulation problems, headaches,
insomnia, anxiety, general tiredness, stress and so on. Practiced regularly, it makes everyday life more harmonious. Traditionally, it is
taught in Buddhist temples, the most famous school being that of Wat Po, Bangkok. The care of the body is never far from that of the

soul. Besides, the Thai massage if it undoes the physical tensions also allows to release the negative emotions.
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.
 

Packing included:

1 * diver
2 * diver

Emergency first response
3 * diver

10 specialites
Assistant Instructor

Instructor Development Course
Instructor Examination fee included €

books and equipment included

6 months of accommodation in a room equipped with
fridge, fan, ...

All equipment includes
Palm, boot, wetsuit, mask and tubat

Vest scubapro
Regulator, octopus, manometer and bousole scubapro

Computer suunto
Lamp, knife

Bag

Motorcycle rental 6 months

Airport taxis a / r

Preparation idc

150 dives
 

The goal of this training is your future.
So, I decided to offer you this training

From :
 

Package offer 6 months offer:

instead of
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(You will be instantly redirected to the page of your member area during your payment) 
 
 
.

Underwater Camera
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Fly Transfert Lodon / Bangkok
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Phuket cruise outing .... Atmosphere, fun, pleasure and good price assured ... .. Fish, whale sharks, manta rays, ... .némo ... .final the dream

what ... .. This year a special atmosphere is still attached ... Diving cruises Diving, dream and activity nocturnal ... 

   
DIVERSE OF THE REGULAR DIVING CRUISE SIMILAN - Koh BON - Koh TACHAI - RICHELIEU ROCK 6 days - 5 nights - 15 dives -

DAY 1: WELCOME to Bangkok Airport
Transfer to Phuket Airport

Transfer to Phuket
free day)

Departure of the cruise
Dinner on board

Road to the Similans Islands at night
Evening (free)

DAY 2: Diving
Cafe and toast

1st dives "Similan Islands"
Breakfast

2nd dives "Similan Islands"
Lunch

3rd dives "Similan Islands"
collation

4th dives "Night Dive - Similan Islands"
Having dinner
Evening (free)

DAY 3: diving
Cafe and toast

5th dives "Similan Islands"
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Breakfast
6th dive "Similan Islands or Koh Bon, West"

Lunch
7th dives "Koh Bon, West Ridge or Tachai Pinnacle"

collation
8th dives "Tachai Pinnacle"

Having dinner
Evening (free)

DAY 4: diving
Cafe and toast

9th dives "Surin Islands"
Breakfast

10th dives "Richelieu Rock"
Lunch

11th dives "Richelieu Rock"
collation

12th dives "Richelieu Rock"
Having dinner
Evening (free)

DAY 5: Diving and return to Phuket
Cafe and toast

13th dives "Koh Bon Pinnacle"
Breakfast

14th dives "Koh Bon, West Ridge"
Lunch

15th dives "Boonsung wreck"
Back to Phuket

Transfer to the hotel
Massage (bonus 2)

Evening (free)

DAY 7: Visit James Bond Island and Back
Breakfast (free)

visit James Bond Island (bonus)
back to Paris, Bangkok or others

End of our services

 
 

 
Package offer 6 months offer:

instead of
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